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Wonder Cement is India’s leading and one of the fastest growing Wonder Cement is India’s leading and one of the fastest growing 
cement manufacturerscement manufacturers and suppliers operating in almost every part and suppliers operating in almost every part
of India including Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra,of India including Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Haryana, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Uttarakhand, and Jammu &Haryana, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Uttarakhand, and Jammu &
Kashmir. Our plant at Nimbahera (Rajasthan) is amongst the mostKashmir. Our plant at Nimbahera (Rajasthan) is amongst the most
modern cement plants in the country, and it was set up in technicalmodern cement plants in the country, and it was set up in technical
collaboration with ThyssenKrupp and Pfeiffer ltd., world leaders incollaboration with ThyssenKrupp and Pfeiffer ltd., world leaders in
cement technology. Our industry is set up in technical collaborationcement technology. Our industry is set up in technical collaboration
with ThyssenKrupp and Pfeiffer Ltd. of Germany which are the worldwith ThyssenKrupp and Pfeiffer Ltd. of Germany which are the world
leaders in cement technology. Currently Wonder Cement has threeleaders in cement technology. Currently Wonder Cement has three
products namely Ordinary Portland cement (OPC), Portland Pozzolanaproducts namely Ordinary Portland cement (OPC), Portland Pozzolana
Cement (PPC), and Wonder Xtreme. These products are consistentCement (PPC), and Wonder Xtreme. These products are consistent
when it comes to quality and work according to different purposes. Thiswhen it comes to quality and work according to different purposes. This
quality is a result of our relentless pursuit of perfection and the tech-quality is a result of our relentless pursuit of perfection and the tech-
focused innovation we are deploying across departments.focused innovation we are deploying across departments.
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Wonder Cement PPCWonder Cement PPC is produced by grinding well-burnt OPC Clinker is produced by grinding well-burnt OPC Clinker
with gypsum and pozzolanic materials such as power-station fly ash orwith gypsum and pozzolanic materials such as power-station fly ash or
siliceous earth. The production process here is fully-automated andsiliceous earth. The production process here is fully-automated and
adheres to the highest standards of quality. The advantages of theadheres to the highest standards of quality. The advantages of the
product include high durability, better workability, enhanced surfaceproduct include high durability, better workability, enhanced surface
finishing and more. That’s why it’s the best option if you are looking forfinishing and more. That’s why it’s the best option if you are looking for
cement for plaster, brickwork, marines work, mass concrete work, andcement for plaster, brickwork, marines work, mass concrete work, and
RCC work in residential constructionRCC work in residential construction

Wonder Xtreme:Wonder Xtreme:

Wonder Cement XtremeWonder Cement Xtreme is a high-performance cement formulated is a high-performance cement formulated
to meet IS 1489 standards. We developed this cement after years ofto meet IS 1489 standards. We developed this cement after years of
research and feedback from civil engineers over the last decade in thisresearch and feedback from civil engineers over the last decade in this
industry. It comes in eye-catching BOPP bags to prevent spillage andindustry. It comes in eye-catching BOPP bags to prevent spillage and
keep the environment clean. Wonder Cement Xtreme's advantageskeep the environment clean. Wonder Cement Xtreme's advantages
include high durability, high compressive strength, smooth concrete,include high durability, high compressive strength, smooth concrete,
dampness protection, and more.dampness protection, and more.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/wonder-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/wonder-
cement-the-leading-cement-manufacturing-company-in-india-14924cement-the-leading-cement-manufacturing-company-in-india-14924
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